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Supplementary Material

A. Implementation Details
Finetuning MAE Encoder: We use the pre-trained
MAE [4] with ViT-B [3] from the original MAE implemen-
tation. Those weights are trained for ImageNet [2] which
has a resolution of 224 × 224 pixels with a patch size 16.
This means that the model divides the image into 196 fea-
ture tokens. Our image resolution for MVImgNet [7] is
160 × 90, and we use an encoder patch size of 5, resulting
in 576 patches in the encoder. During fine-tuning, we ini-
tialise the weights of attention blocks with the pre-trained
MAE, as the Transformer architecture allows for arbitrary
attention matrix shapes as long as the embedding dimension
remains the same. We fine-tune by randomly masking out
and inpainting patches with L2 reconstruction loss,similar
to the approach used in MAE [4]. The process converges
within a single epoch.
Initialisation of Decoder: We initialise the decoder of
NViST with the fine-tuned MAE weights. With the ex-
ception of the learnable parameters of positional embed-
ding of output tokens and the last MLP layers, we initialise
the weights of attention blocks with the fine-tuned MAE
weights.
Number of output tokens: For MVImgNet [7], the reso-
lution of vector-matrix(VM) representation is 48, and the
channel dimension of each matrix and vector is 32. The
patch size of the decoder is 3. Each 48 × 48 matrix M
consists of non-overlapping 16× 16 patches, and the 48 di-
mensional vector V is divided into 16 patches. Therefore,
the total number of output tokens for VM representation is
818.
Decoder MLPs and Reshaping: The embedding dimen-
sion of the decoder is 768. We have 818 output tokens, and
the channel dimension of VM representation [1] is 32, with
a patch size of 3 for the decoder. For the output tokens cor-
responding to the matrices M in the VM representation, we
deploy MLP to reduce the embedding dimension to 288.
For those corresponding to vectors V, we reduce it to 96.
Subsequently, we reshape them into VM representation.

B. Qualitative Results on ShapeNet-SRN
We perform a qualitative comparison with VisionNeRF [5]
on ShapeNet-SRN [6] dataset as depicted in Figure 3. Vi-
sionNeRF, recognised as one of top-performing models on
ShapeNet-SRN, employs ViT [3] as its encoder. Notably,
VisionNeRF does not utilise any generative approaches, and
was trained using 8 A100 GPUs. Similarly for MVImgNet,
we fine-tune a MAE for the ShapeNet-SRN dataset and
initialise the parameters of both encoder and decoder of

Figure 1. Failure Cases This figure illustrates when the model
fails to do new view synthesis properly. The toilet scene shows that
the model learns geometry in a distorted way. In the motorcycle
scene, the model fails to estimate the occluded area and the proper
scale.

NViST with this fine-tuned MAE for ShapeNet-SRN. The
ShapeNet-SRN images are of resolution 128× 128, and we
use an encoding patch size of 8, resulting in 256 feature to-
kens. The resolution of VM representation is 64, and the
decoder patch size is 4, so we use 818 output tokens, each
with an embedding dimension of the Transformer as 768.
We still maintain the relative pose but do not condition on
camera parameters as the dataset is aligned and does not
have scale ambiguities. We train the model with a single
3090 GPU with 500, 000 and 700, 000 iterations, respec-
tively for car and chair.
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Figure 3. Qualitative Comparison on ShapeNet-SRN [6]: NViST performs similar to VisionNeRF which is one of the top-performing
models on ShapeNet-SRN dataset. Note that we do not employ LPIPS and do not condition on camera parameters for ShapeNet-SRN as it
is a synthetic dataset, but we still use the relative pose even though objects are aligned in 3D.
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